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Highlights










I.

CES China 120 Index slumped 8.2 per cent month-on-month as Mainland economic
data turned out worse than expected
Concerns over rumours about spy chips dragged CES China Semiconductor Index
down 17.2 per cent
KOSPI plunged 13.4 per cent, its biggest one-month drop in 10 years, making Korea
the world’s worst performing stock market
SSE began to accept brokers’ applications for Shanghai-London Stock Connect
MSCI indices will include weighted voting rights shares
Qingdao Haier became first company to list D shares in Germany

Performance of CESC Indices

Mainland economic data
deteriorated as the trade war
continued. RMB’s exchange
rate approached RMB7 per
US dollar. These factors
together with plunging US
stocks and weak market
sentiment sent Hong Kong
and Mainland stock indices
plummeting
across
the
board.
The National Bureau of
Statistics’
Purchasing
Managers Index for the
manufacturing
was 50.2 in
October, lower than market expectations. GDP growth slowed to 6.5 per cent in Q3, the
lowest since 2009 and below market expectations. CES China 120 Index (CES120), which
tracks cross-border China-concept stocks, shed 8.2 per cent.
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A cover story in Bloomberg Businessweek that said someone in Mainland China
planted spy chips in motherboards sold by US company Super Micro raised concerns about
the hardware and chip industries despite clarification and denials by a number of tech
companies. CES China Semiconductor Index (CESCSC) plunged 17.2 per cent.
As risk appetite declined, risk aversion became dominant. Hong Kong’s real estate
investment trusts (REITs) are known for their stable rental income. CES REIT Index
dropped a mere 6 per cent in a show of resilience.

II.

Other stock indices

Interest rate and
concerns,
geopolitical

currency
tensions,

midterm elections in the US and
other uncertainties continued to
plague global stocks. Tech stocks
came under pressure as the US’s
tech sector delivered worse than
expected Q3 results. The 10-year
government bond yield in the US
exceeded 3.25 per cent at one point,
and the dollar index rose above 97
points.
US’s NASDAQ tumbled 9.2 per
cent, its largest drop in 10 years.
S&P 500 closed almost 7 per cent
lower at 2711 point.
Korea’s KOSPI was the worst performing index. The country’s GDP growth in Q3 was a
mere 2 per cent year-on-year, far lower than Q2’s 2.8 per cent. Ongoing trade disputes are
expected to continue to hurt the country, as its economy is mainly export-diven. Korean blue
chips retreated 13.4 per cent to 2029 points in their biggest one-month loss in the past 10
years.
European issues returned to haunt investors. Italy’s 2019 budget plan was rejected by
the EU due to a high deficit compared with the country’s GDP, but Rome declined to make
concessions. There were also reports of an EU warning to France that the country’s
planned debt reduction in 2019 is not in line with a French agreement with the EU. Britain’s
FTSE 100, Germany’s DAX and France’s CAC40 slid 5.1 per cent, 6.5 per cent and 7.3 per
cent respectively.
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III.

China-related investment activities offshore

SSE began to accept brokers’ applications for Shanghai-London Stock Connect
The Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) began to accept applications on 27 October from
brokers that want to trade under Shanghai-London Stock Connect. The SSE move came
about two weeks after the CSRC issued provisional rules for the issuance of depository
receipts under the planned Shanghai-London scheme based on changes to earlier
proposals issued for consultation. The rules cover matters relating to the issuing and listing
of depository receipts linked to overseas- and Mainland listed-companies.
A qualified overseas enterprise may apply to the CSRC to issue China Depository
Receipt (CDRs) on its existing shares if it has a listing history of three years on the London
Stock Exchange (LSE), including one year of premium listing on the exchange’s main board,
and an average market cap not lower than RMB20 billion in the most recent 120 trading
days. No fewer than 50 million CDRs with a combined market cap of at least RMB500 million
are expected to be issued. Onshore investors trading CDRs must have in their accounts
assets with a daily average value of RMB3 million. As reported by Financial Times, HSBC
could be the first company to issue CDRs under Shanghai-London Stock Connect.
A qualified Mainland-listed company may issue Global Depositary Receipts (GDRs) on
its existing or new shares and list them on the LSE. Except for strategic investments,
overseas holdings in a Mainland-listed company must not exceed 30 per cent, and a single
overseas investor must hold no more than 10 per cent. Huatai Securities could be the first
company with GDRs listed in London, according to Financial Times.
MSCI indices will include weighted voting rights shares
Weighting voting rights (WVR) shares will be included in MSCI indices and their
weightings calculated based on their free float market capitalisation, according to
consultation results released by MSCI on 31 October. The decision means US company
SNAP as well as Hong Kong-listed Xiaomi and Meituan stand a high chance of becoming
MSCI constituents next year.
WVR shares will be included during MSCI’s quarterly index review in February 2019.
The decision will take effect in March. Given polarised opinions among institutional investors
about the inclusion of such shares, MSCI is planning a new series of indices to be launched
in 2019 Q1 for investors who want to avoid WVR shares.
Qingdao Haier became first company to list D shares in Germany
Household appliance manufacturer Qingdao Haier debuted on China Europe
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International Exchange (CEINEX) in Frankfurt on 24 October as the exchange’s first D-share
company (stock code 690D). A total 265 million D-shares (4.17 per cent of the company’s
total issued capital) were issued at an offer price of EUR1.05 per share.
The “D” in D-shares stands for Deutschland in German (Germany in English).

D

shares are launched to attract European investors to Mainland stocks via CEINEX.
Speaking to reporters, CEINEX Co-CEO Chen Han said the exchange chose to set up
its base in Frankfurt because finance serves the real economy and Germany has
well-developed manufacturing. D shares, he noted, would facilitate Sino-German and
Sino-European manufacturing cooperation, and help transform and upgrade the Mainland’s
manufacturing sector.
As to the choice of Haier, Chen said the company is one of the world’s giant in white
goods manufacturing and has a clear global strategy. Overseas customers contribute 40 per
cent of its revenue, and the company has substantial room for growth in Europe. Its D
shares, Chen noted, fit well in Haier’s long-term development strategy. Haier’s listng of the
first D shares was a major milestone in the history of CEINEX, and the latest fruit of
cooperation in the development of mutual market access between China and Europe, Chen
added.
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Disclaimer
All information contained herein (the “Information”) is provided for reference only. China Exchanges Services Company Limited
endeavours to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the information but makes no warranty or representation as to its accuracy,
completeness, reliability or suitability for any particular purpose. CESC accepts no liability (whether in tort or contract or otherwise)
whatsoever to any person for any loss or damage arising from any inaccuracy or omission in the Information and/or from any decision,
action or non-action based or in reliance upon the Information. None of the Information is intended to constitute investment advice and/or a
recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision. Any person intending to use the Information and/or any
part thereof should seek independent professional advice. Distribution, redistribution, reproduction, modification, transmission, use, reuse
and/or storage of the Information in whole or in part, in any form or by any means are strictly prohibited without the prior written permission
of CESC. The Information is provided without warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied, including (but not limited to) warranties of
merchantability, merchantable quality, title, fitness for a particular purpose, security and non-infringement. China Securities Index Co, Ltd
will make its commercially reasonable endeavours to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the Information provided, but does not
guarantee its accuracy and reliability and accepts no liability (whether in tort or in contract or otherwise) for any loss or damage suffered by
any person arising from any inaccuracies or omissions and/or for any reliance placed on such Information.
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